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raised by hon. Members unless you ask me to 
say something. Since you have asked me to 
say... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I have not 
asked you. I cannot force a Minister to say 
something which is not on the Order Paper. I 
have not asked you, but if you want to say 
something you can say. 

DR. TRIGUNA SEN: If you ask me to say 
I can say. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: If you like 
you can say something. 

DR. TRIGUNA SEN: Some of the teachers 
from West Bengal saw me on the 23rd and 
submitted a memorandum. I discussed with 
them at great length. I told them that I would 
immediately ask the State Government about 
their reactions. The same day I sent 
telegraphic queries to the State Government. I 
went to Chandigarh and I came back 
yesterday. I have not been to the office since 
this morning because I had a Cabinet meeting. 
I do not know if a reply has been received. 
After I have received a reply I will be in a 
position to reply. 

(Some hon. Members stood up in their 
seats) 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That will do. 
Secretary will read a message from the Lok 
Sabha. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA:  Madam 

TIffi DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order, order. 

MESSAGE FROM THE LOK SABHA 

THE WEST BENGAL STATE LEGISLATURE 
(DELEGATION OF POWERS) BILL, 1968. 

SECRETARY : Madam, I have to report  to  
the   House   the   following 

message received from the Lok Sabhai signed 
by the Secretary of the Lok Sabha:— 

"In accordance with the provisions of 
Rule 120 of the Rules of Procedure and 
Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha, I am 
directed to inform you that Lok Sabha, at its 
sitting held on the 25th March, 1968, 
agreed without any amendment to the West 
Bengal State Legislature (Delegation of 
Powers) Bill, 1968 which was passed by 
Rajya Sabha at its sitting held on the 13th 
March 1968". 

(I) THE HARYANA APPROPRIATION 
(VOTE ON ACCOUNT) BILL, 1968; AND 
(II) THE HARYANA APPROPRIATION   

BILL,   1968—continual. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now we go 
back to the Haryana (Appropriation) Bills. 
Mr. Rajnarain. He was speaking yesterday. 

SHRI   DAHYABHAI   V.   PATEL 
(Gujarat): He is taking all the time. 

 
KUMARI SHANTA VASISHT (Delhi): 

Madarn Deputy Chairman, I would like to 
make a few points to clarify what the hon. 
Minister said yesterday because, I think, he 
did not fully appreciate the points; we were 
making to draw the attention of the 
Government to the conditions of the people in 
Haryana. He said that a sum of Rs. 8 crores 
has been spent in the last 10 years for flood 
control.    That, I am sure,   Madam, 
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must have been spent. Nevertheless the fact 
remains that the floods continued to come and 
there was water-logging and crop failure off 
and on almost every year, sometimes conti-
nuously. Therefore, these figures do not have 
much meaning so long as the problem 
remains, whether the money has been spent or 
lias not been spent. How it is spent and what is 
the implementation—that is more important. 
And the implementation will show only when 
the results are achieved. If the floods continue 
to damage the crops year after year, the 
expenses or the target of money spent has no 
particular significance. 

So also he had said that we had not seen the 
Budget, etc. I would like to point out that it is 
not so. He gave some figures to show that Rs. 
16 crores of credit resources have been given 
for various purposes. But out of that, not more 
than Es. 2 crores will be going to agriculture. 
We all know very well, whenever credit is 
given, as to who are the beneficiaries from that 
credit. It is mostly the industry, and 
agriculture is almost treated as a step-child in 
this. Therefore, this figure of lis. 16 crores 
may sound a big sum, but Rs. 2 crores is 
supposed to be for electricity and some more 
money for other purposes, but not really for 
agricultural purposes. 

Now, Madam, I would like to point out, as I 
was mentioning about the taxes yesterday, that 
nobody objects to the levy of taxes. But the 
taxes should be levied very equitably. They 
should tax those who are in a position to pay, 
those who are in a position to bear the burden 
of taxation. But to levy taxes on those sections 
which are very poor or very hard-hit and to 
give the benefit of that income to the 
industries or other sections which lire 
relatively well off, I think, is not 

at all equitable. I would point out to Mr. 
Pahadia that what I was saying about taxation 
was that the burden of taxation was going to 
fall on the farmers, on the poorer people, on 
the bus passengers and on those people who 
are going to have distress sales, distress 
mortgages etc., etc., and the industry was 
going to get away almost scot-free. They 
would get the lion's Bhara as far as the 
resources of the State are concerned, but as far 
as the burden is concerned, it is likely to fall 
on the poorer sections of the society and to a 
great extent on the farmers also. That was what 
I was pointing out—that the taxes should be 
levied on those who are able to pay them and 
the backward and depressed sections should be 
pushed up so that they come at par with the 
other sections of society. 

I may point out some more problems which 
are experienced by the people in Haryana and 
I hope that the Government will take some 
steps and make some efforts to rectify them as 
far as they can. Madarn, the law and order 
situation in Haryana has been pretty bad. It 
was bad a long time ago when the law and 
order situation in other parts of India was 
pretty good or reasonably good. But now it is 
very very bad. Ordinary people can be pushed 
down from a bus, beaten up and their things 
taken away, and nothing can be done about it. 
These things happen occasionally. Especially 
in the rural areas, the law and order situation is 
even worse. Any strong person can come and 
occupy your land. Somebody can come and 
beat up your family members. Somebody can 
come and take possession of your land in 
league with the patwaris and other people who 
are also identified with the stronger sections 
and the more influential sections of the rural 
area, with the result a lot of injustice 
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fKumari Shanta Vasisht.] is done to the 
ordinary people in Haryana. I think the 
Government should definitely take some action 
in the matter. To think that everywhere the 
situation is pretty bad and, therefore, Haryana 
also is like any other State, does not help the 
matter very much. The main thing is that it 
should not be allowed to deteriorate just 
because it is deteriorating elsewhere. It was 
bad to begin with and if it is allowed to 
continue to go down, it will not be very good. 
They should try to rectify the situation and 
with the money allotted for law and order, 
administration of justice etc., they should see 
to it that the administration functions 
effectively and that the governmental 
machinery is able to restore law and order and 
like peace and justice to the people there. As 
far as the high-handedness of these influential 
sections is concerned, that is there. And when 
the poor people go to courts, those who are 
very poor and badly off have to go there again 
and again as they have to go in all parts of 
India. Their condition is extremely bad and our 
judicial system should be very expeditious and 
not so expensive. Of course, it is an all-India 
problem and it is not a problem only in 
Haryana. But there also it is a problem and the 
Government would be well advised to do 
something in the  matter. 

Madam, I would again impress upon the 
Government that sometimes before the 
expenses are incurred, the State Governments 
do not think. They carelessly spend money. I 
think the Centre also sometimes very 
carelessly spends money. Sometimes it even 
wastes. I think we should provide the basic 
amenities to the people rather than waste good 
money on revolving towers and other luxury 
items or even on murals and other architectural 
things or such other things which  are    
expensive  and   wasteful. 

A country which cannot provide even drinking 
water to its people has no business to waste 
money on murals or such other things which 
are not even particularly attractive, or on 
revolving towers. Now, as far as wastage, etc. 
is concerned, I think perhaps the Deputy 
Minister for Finance would know that the 
dearness allowance was increased by the 
Governor there who is the representative of the 
President in the State. The increase in dearness 
allowance is necessary because the prices are 
going up and so the people are clamouring for 
increased dearness allowance. I think the 
Government should make efforts to check this 
spiralling of prices. If the Government fails to 
check the rising prices, it is only inevitable that 
people will complain about it and grumble 
about it because they cannot make the two 
ends meet. This particular allowance was 
given by the Governor, not by the Assembly 
even. Therefore, as far as wastage is 
concerned, I think it should be checked 
everywhere, in every State and in the Centre 
also. And as far as the basic amenities and the 
basic needs of the people are concerned, they 
should not be allowed to suffer for generations 
to come. The Government should look upou 
this work of improvement of the backward and 
neglected areas as a special responsibility of 
the Government and they should see to it that 
no region is allowed to remain backward or 
almost underprivileged. I am sure Mr. Pahadia 
would be interested in giving a boost to them 
and whenever their finances permit and 
whenever it is feasible, I hope they will try to 
finance some of the schemes to check water-
logging, flood control, sinking of tubewells 
and so on. Hundreds of crores of rupees were 
spent to buy wheat from foreign countries 
which keeps us tied to them. I think if the same 
amount had been spent on minor 
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ligation, tubewell sinking and so on 
11 over the country, some of this 
ependence could have been taken 
are of. Now, I would like again to 
.rge the Central Government to find 
he necessary funds for allocation to 
laryana so that it can come up and be 
in the road to prosperity.   Thank you. 
SHEI BHUPESH GUPTA (West bengal): 
Madam Deputy Chairman, ', entirely 
associate myself with the entiments 
expressed about improve-nent of the State of 
Haryana. It is i newly created State and it 
does 'equire all manner of assistance that he 
Centre can render. Obviously i State like 
Haryana is not expected <o be viable 
immediately or even n the near future. It 
would require constant attention from those 
quarters which control the resources of the 
;ountry, namely, the Central Govern-nent. 
As far as industrialisation is ;oncerned, well, 
Haryana needs to be industrialised.    We are 
hap- 
12 NOON   py    that    some industries 

are coming up there but :hey are 
small ones. Therefore much lias got to be 
done, especially in the public sector. Now 
naturally when such industrially backward 
areas have to be developed, it would be a 
mistake and even folly to leave the matter to 
the pleasure of big money, because normally 
they would not be interested m making 
developments there because if certain 
economic and other reasons. We have seen 
that capital flows generally to those centres 
which are Bonvenient from the point of view 
of monoploy operations or from the point of 
view of earning high profits. Haryana 
undoubtedly does not fall in that category 
unlike Calcutta, Maharashtra. Bombay or 
Ahmedabad. Naturally, therefore, Haryana is 
liable to be neglected by big business in the 
country. It is all the more reason that the 
Government should have an overall   
comprehensive  plan  for   the , 

industrial development of this particular   
state.   This   is   an   obligation wliich we owe 
to ourselves and to the people  of Haryana and 
an example can certainly be set by the 
Government itself by starting public sector 
undertakings. As far as the Centre is concern-
ed, some of its public sector undertakings can 
be started there in Haryana and we can think 
of new undertakings to be started  by  the  
Centre.     The State of Haryana needs a 
responsible elected Government which would 
come into existence, I hope, after the elections.     
This  State  should  be  given the   necessary   
financial   and   other assistance  in   order  to   
start  public sector   undertakings   there.    On   
the one hand for the development of cottage 
and small-scale industries the Centre should   
give   firm   commitments   of assist .nee and 
on the other assistance should be offered for 
helping the growth of modern   industries,   
especially   in the public sector.    That should 
be the policy with regard to the industrialisa-
tion  of that particular  State. 

Then there is the question of land reforms 
and so on. That is also to be attended to. 
Unfortunately, Madam Deputy Chairman, the 
present movement or the democratic 
movement is not so strong in Haryana as it 
ought to be. The result is that the vested 
interests, whether in industry, commerce or 
agriculture, are taking full advantage of it not 
only in economic matters but also in .the 
political sphere. Therefore, I do not see how 
we can easily get things done even if a 
responsible Government is formed, because 
that Government may be loaded in favour of 
the vested interests in the countryside or in 
the urban areas. Therefore, it is essential to 
develop a powerful left democratic 
movement in the State of Haryana and right-
minded Congress members like Kumari 
Shanta Vasisht should be helpful  too  in 
developing such  a 
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[Shri Bhupesh Gupta.] movement. But then I 
must say with all respect to her that she has 
to come out of the Congress, because 
without coming out of the Congress it is not 
possible to serve the cause of the common 
man as one should. It is not for me to make 
her come out of the Congress but I am only 
stating a proposition that it is not possible for 
right-minded Congressmen to do good things 
from within the Congress Party. According 
to me such possibilities are getting limited 
and restricted on account of the 
consolidation of the rightist forces within the 
Congress Party. Therefore, it is for her to 
decide. Kumari Shanta Vasisht who spoke 
before me had a leading part to play in the 
Delhi Congress affairs. Where is that Delhi 
Congress now'? One has to go almost near 
the Nigambodh Ghat to find out the 
whereabouts of the Delhi Congress. 
(Interruptions) I am only talking about the 
disease of an organisation, not the maul ood 
of an organisation. I entirely agree the CPI is 
comparatively very weak and we are trying 
to grow but our journey has not yet started in 
the direction of Nigambodh Ghat. Tliat I can 
tell you. 

KUMARI SHANTA VASISHT : You 
ca,n use your good offices and advise tiy.' 
Pr'mc Mui's'. r on ttr's matter. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : She thinks that 
I can advise tlie Prime Minister about this 
thing. She has lost faith either in her capacity 
to advise the Prime Minister or in the 
capacity of the Prime Minister to listen to the 
advice of her Party. (Interruptions.) 1 am tlie 
friend of every body but the trouble is, 
between my friendship and their friendship 
stands big money. It is big money which 
prevents people like Kumari Shanta Vasisht 
from coming out of the ! 

Congress and identifying themselves with the 
left democratic movement in that glorious 
manner in which Mr. AJoy Mukerjee has 
done or Mr. Binodanand Jha has done. That is 
the trouble. Of course when I give her good 
advice, she appreciates. 

SHRI SHEEL BHADRA YAJEE 
(Bihar): Your are. preaching a shameless   job   
defections. 

SHRI  BHUPESH GUPTA  :   Mr. 
Yajee, you are well situated in the Congress 
Patty because the Congress Party is your 
place. Of course you have changed political 
parties 14 times, I am asking you to change it 
once more, if you like.. We. are ready ior it. 
You can beat your own record. Madam, 
nobody in India has changed so many parties 
as my esteemed friend, Shri Yajee. has done. 
But it is possible to beat his own record. If you 
are in tlie moon, go to the cosmos and the sun. 
(Interruption) I am talking about this hon. lady 
who naturally speaks so many good things and 
we appreciate them. I do not have any kind of 
disdainful attitude towards them. I know under 
what difficulties many of them are functioning 
and the inhibitions they are suffering from. 
The trouble is that with the best of their 
intentions they cannot do very much. That is 
wliy I say it is time for them to reconsider 
their position within the Congress Party ami it 
would bo better for them—I pose this 
question—to come out and fall in line with the 
left democratic movement bi the country. 
Perhaps that way they can be most helpful to 
tlie nation. 

1 grant their bona fides when they say all 
those good things. 

Now coming to Haryana,, well, this is a 
Central Budget and. therefore, I may offer one 
or two criticisms with 
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regard to it.   Now we are sanctioning this 
money to the Central Government to be spent 
in Haryana under certain particular  
provisions  of the  Constitution. Now the 
Governor of Haryana, for example, should 
have been recalled. Even for the interim 
period this gentleman is not fit to run the 
Administration there.    I take this stand on 
the basis of the report he had submitted to the 
President on the basis of which we discussed   
the   Proclamation   in this House, where he 
said that he dismissed the Assembly and the 
Rao Ministry. Although  the  Eao  Ministry  
enjoyed the majority in the Assembly, he 
took the stand that he did not like those 
defections  and other things  and  he wanted    
a kind of stability and the matter to be settled 
that way.   Therefore, he dissolved the 
Assembly.   This is    stated in his report ; I 
need not recapitulate all these things which 
we have already discussed.     He did that 
some time ago.   But what is happening now? 
The Congress leaders at the Centre from 
dawn to  dusk  are conspiring   and   planning 
for   organising defections.      They   are   
thinking   of toppling this Government and 
restoring that Government back to power by 
means  of  defections,   by   means   of 
political education manipulations and all 
those things.    Even at this hour, as I speak 
here, we have got the lamentable   spectacle   
of   U.P.   where   the Governor  does  not 
even  invito  the leader of the S.V.D. to form 
a Government. In Bihar we have got now 
somebody to form a Government on behalf 
of the S.V.D. there but do you know how the 
Governor is behaving there? There the 
Governor wanted the list of all the 
supporters, then wanted a Ust of the Cabinet 
Members.   It is an unheard of thing.    
Nobody asks for the list of Cabinet Members 
before one is invited to form a Government.    
Only when you invite a person to form a 
government do you ask the leader of 

the majority p<\rty to give a list of the 
Ministers and whatever name he gives, is final 
but here, in Bihar, even before the invitation 
was extended, the leader of the S.V.D. was 
asked to submit not only the list of the 
members but also the list of the would-be 
Cabinet or the Ministers whom he would 
appoint as the Cabinet Ministers. He asks for 
the programme even. Where does a Governor 
ask for the programme? It is none of the 
Governor's business but we had to comply 
with this request in order not to enable the 
Governor to give opportunities to the 
Congress party to come back there by this 
kind of method, in order that there would be 
no excuses and pretexts created. Therefore, in 
Haryana also the line that was taken is a 
varying one from that pursued in other States. 
As far aa my State is concerned, it is a shame 
and scandal that they have Mr. Dharma Vira 
sitting there to the disgrace of the whole 
nation. I need not go into that because I am 
now dealing with Punjab. The Haryana 
Governor is an I.C.S. man. I know him. I 
knew him here in Delhi. In fact I was along 
with his brother, a student in London together. 
I have nothing about his personal character 
and other things but certainly I know him to be 
a very very servile official under the British 
and he has maintained that servility in regard 
to his relations with the Congress. Chandigarh 
is the centre of both and what is happening in 
Punjab ? You said it is a small matter. Here we 
brought the original and we believe in what 
we have got. The Government should clarify 
how the Governor signed the Appropriation 
Bill without having cared for anything. 
(Interruptions) You cannot dismiss it like that. 
Hon. Members on this side of the HOUJO have 
brought to the notice of your oifi -.•, aad to the 
Government a particular docu-ment which 
shows that it is an Appropriation Bill on which 
is the signature 
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[Shri Bhupesh Gupta.] of   the   Governor  
giving  his  assent, saying   'I assent to the Bill' 
whereas the  Deputy   Speaker  says   'It   is 
left blank5. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : The 
issue is not that here. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : You 
know Chandigarh is common. The Centre is 
running this institution. You enjoy this when 
I say this. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : We have 
only one hour. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : Let me 
develop this point. Whether the document is 
forged OT not, it is for the Government to say. 
Here, believing it to be genuine, we have 
brought it. If we are wrong, correct us. 

SHRI NARINDER SINGH BRAR 
(Punjab) : What proof have you got to say 
that it is genuine ? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : It is for the 
Government.    I do not say : 'Accept our 
version'. We have brought the document to 
you.    Therefore, let the Government say what 
it has to say.  Chandigarh is the common 
factor here.    Two Governors are there and 
between   Mr.   Chakravarty   and   Mr. 
Pavate.   living   in   the   same   place, they 
are making a mess of our constitution, 
bedevilling everything in public life,   helping   
the   Congress  to   carry on as they like. In 
Haryana they wanted mid-term  elections   
because   I   know the Congress party thought 
thoy had better chance of winning.   In Punjab 
they would not go in for mid-term elections 
because they know that the Gill gang and the 
Congress party would be wiped out from the 
Punjab politics. Why do not advise your Prime 
Minister to play cricket and accept our chal-
lenge for mid-term elections in Punjab'. \v<>   
did  riot  reorganise  the  Punjab 

State to deliver the divided Punjabi-speaking 
and Hindi-speaking areas to the pleasure of 
the Governors or to the intriguers of South 
Block and North Block or to the Prime 
Minister's kitchen Cabinet. We did not do so 
for tliat. We reorganised the Punjab State into 
two States on a linguistic basis in order that 
democracy could be more stabilised, public 
life could be rid from certain inhibitions and 
frustrations so that the people speaking those 
languages do have a full outlet of their 
cultural and self-expression through the 
democratic institutions but this Congress 
regime, this Government and the Centre in 
particular, is the fountain-head of all intrigues, 
corruption and political manipulation. Mr. 
Chavan has become the Field Marshal of 
toppling operations. He has become the Field 
Marshal of operations against the non-
Congress Governments and against the 
democratic movements. I .wish well of the 
Haryana people and I do sincerely hope that 
in Haryana the Congress would be trounced, 
the name that is shame and dishonour, the 
organisation of those manipulators and 
traitors, those arch machinators and topplers 
of the non-Congress Governments, the servers 
of vested interests. That party should be 
defeated in Haryana, come what may. That is 
itself would be a positive achievement. We 
look forward to the defeat of the Congress in 
the coming mid-term elections. 

KUMARI   SHANTA   VASISHT   : 
1 take very serious objection to tliat Mr. 
Gupta said. My party at least came out with 
some number whereas his party had only ome 
person out of 80 members in the Corporation. 
This time there is not even one left. Now he 
will not listen. I cannot do all that politics. He 
is shouting at the top of hia voice. I was 
saying that they had only one member out of 
80 in the Corpora- 
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tion. Now even that one is gone, lie has no 
business to advise me to get out of the 
Congress. If he is so keen about my party, 
he should ask the Prime Minister to defect. I 
am challenging his bona fides. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : I apologise to 
Miss Shanta Vasisht for giving a good 
suggestion because she will never accept a 
good suggestion in time. Before it is too late 
let her listen to me. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Order, 
order. 

SHBI BHUPESH GUPTA : All right, let 
us go on a joint deputation. Will you join me 
? 

THE   DEPUTY   CHAIRMAN : If 
both of you have any more points, please go 
to the lobby. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : Generally I 
do not have any further discussion with 
ladies in the lobby. 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT (Haryana): I 
thank you for giving me this time. I hope the 
time that Mr. Gupta -and Kumari Vasisht 
have taken for other matters will not be 
taken out of the Haryana debate. I am sorry I 
wUl not oblige Mr. Gupta by trouncing the 
Congress with a thumping majority for the 
opposition. I can assure him that we wdl not 
oblige him at all and Congress will come in 
thumping majority in Haryana. We are really 
honoured that this Budget debate of Haryana 
is being dealt on behalf of the Government, 
by the deputy to the D.P.M.-the D.D.P.M. 
because the D.P.M. is not here and I do hope 
tliat the D.D.P.M. will certainly give 
assurances and make the Union Go-
vernmeiit and the Haryana Government act 
with the full authority of the D.P.M. I am 
going to raise two or three matters on which 
I think the 

Government of India also will have to take 
some decision. The first thing is that the 
Budget of Haryana is rather a very stale and 
colourless Budget, as the Governor there 
probably is, and I do not think that the 
Government of India would have probably 
advised him to give them such a stale Budget 
which is neither a courageous Budget nor a 
spirited Budget nor a lively Budget. I do not 
know what kind of a Budget it is. 

But I like to bring to the notice of the hon. 
Deputy to the Deputy Prime Minister that the 
basic problem in Haryana is one of irrigation. 
Out of a IOO lakh acres of land we have got 
only about 30 lakh acres of land properly 
irrigated, and out of that, 24 lakh acres of laud 
is canal-irrigated. The problem in Haryana is 
that we do not have rivers, and because of 
lack of the rivers the subsoil water is not 
there. Because such water is not there, the 
main problem there is to properly utilise the 
drains and flood waters which we have not 
been able to do up till now. Also the basic 
problem lies in the fact that proper allocation 
of water has not been made to Haryana from 
the Bhakra canal, which, it was thought, 
would be made when Haryana State was 
formed from out of the composite Punjab 
State. I would like to bring to the notice of the 
hon. Minister that when the project of Bhakra 
dam was made, it was decided that "23 lakh 
acres of water would go to Haryana and 8 lakh 
acres of water to Punjab. In 1948-19, when 
the distribution was done, 28 lakh acres of 
water went to Haryana, and Punjab's quota 
was increased from 8 to 27 lakh acres. You 
will understand that a backward area like 
Haryana required more water, and if that 
water is given, it can have a great bumper 
crops and it can really feed many parts of 
India.   But I have to say that this 
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[ban KiT-nan Kant.J basic injustice has 
been done to Haryana and I hope that the 
Government of India will correct this thing 
so that Haryana gets the proper irrigation 
facilities. 

Secondly, there were a number of schemes 
for using drain waters and lake waters. It was 
decided that the drains at Bhind and Kotla, and 
the lake at Ujna would irrigate respectively 3 
lakh acres, 4 lakh acres and 12 lakh acres 
respectively and that this decision would be 
implemented by taking the necessary action. 
But I do not think anything has been done up 
till i now. When Haryana, before its separation 
as a separate Haryana State, was part of 
Punjab, there was an irrigation scheme costing 
Rs. 75 lakhs which was to benefit Mahinder-
garh, Gurgaon and Hissar. I do not know 
whether it is lying in cold storage or whether it 
is all forgotten, or left in Punjab. 

Thirdly, there was a lift irrigation scheme 
to irrigate lands in Narwana branch  making  
use   of the  Bhakra 
Canal and its network.  I do not know 
what is being done about it. 

Now, Sir, I am sorry to say this. At the 
last meeting of the Consultative Committee 
set up for Haryana held at Chandigarh on the 
2nd of this month, I specifically requested 
them to let us have a note about the present 
position in the matter of Haryana's power 
potential and irrigation potential, but to no 
avail, and today we are discussing the 
Haryana Budget in this Rajya Sabha ; the 
Lok Sabha has already discussed it. But up 
to now the Haryana Government and the 
Central Government have not been able to 
provide us with that note that we required. 
Now they will say there is no need because 
there the elections are going to take place.   
Now this is 

not the way the things should happen, and I 
do not know what the Central Government 
and the Haryana Government  would  do. 

Now I would like to refer to another aspect 
of the State and that is the dissatisfaction of 
the Subordinate Services in Haryana. Now you 
know that those Subordinate Services have 
been agitating for A along time and agitating in 
a non-violent way and in a very constitutional 
way, and only when they found that nothing 
could be had that way, they had to resort to 
certain actions, to hartal and all that. I am 
sorry to see the attitude shown by the Haryana 
Government, and especially the attitude of the 
Governor. This is most condemnable, most 
reprehensible, and the way he has behaved 
towards the Subordinate Services should be 
fully condemned. I congratulate the agitating 
Haryana Subordinate Services for the way 
they have been non-vio-lently carrying on 
their agitation. If there has been any violence, 
it has come from the. Government, not from 
the Subordinate Services. If you compare the 
way in which -way this agitation is conducted 
in Haryana with the agitations carried on in 
U.P. and other places, you will find that the 
agitators in Haryana have behaved in a more 
dignified manner. As I said, if violence has 
come and other things have come, they have 
come from the side of the Government, and 
they have done it in a very bad way. 

As regards the various demands I would 
like to refer to only two or three demands. 
One is about the dearness allowance. Now the 
D.A. has been given. They wanted the 
principle of parity between Punjab and Har-
yana on the Central Government scales. The 
Haryana Government have agreed. But what 
they have done ? They have conceded the 
demand of the agitators 



 

in this regard but not fully; they do not know 
how to show grace.  And what is thi? ?   They 
have granted the Central scale of dearness 
allowance but not given the arrears.   It was a 
matter of one crore of rupees. If it had been 
paid I think the agitation would not have 
continued.  But I am sorry to say that tli is 
Government does not know how to behave 
with their own services who have to run the 
wheels of the Government.  It was a question of 
paying Rs. ! 1| crcres to the teachers and other 
people.   But they have not agreed to pay this 
arrear.   I told the Governor that this was    a 
very wrong policy and it should be corrected.    
All the political parties supported this reason-
able demand, lam sure that, when the popular 
Government comes to power, they will grant 
this, and because we are sitting here in 
Parliament discussing the Haryana Budget, I 
wish the Government of India, the Home 
Minister and the Finance Minister had come to 
the rescue  of the  aggrieved  people  and 
settled their legitimate demand. 

Now, the Kothari Commission Award was 
accepted, but I do not know whether the   hon.     
Deputy   to   the   Deputy Prime Minister 
knows that with the application of the latest 
scales of pay recommended by the Kothari 
Commission    a   deduction   in   the   dearness 
allowance ranging from Rs. 80 to Rs. 18 has   
been made  from each   teacher. Instead of 
gaining from the Commission's   recommended 
higher scales oi pay, they have incurred losses.     
It this the way of accepting the Kothar: 
Commission's      Award f     But     tlu 
difficulty is due because of the policy o: the  
Governor  there.     And  yet  th< Government 
of India has placed Har yana under the rule of 
that Governor Why is the Parliament not acting 
What is our Constitution doing ? W< are 
agitating here, but it is the Gover nor there who 
should act, and he i 

rot moving. r"ut someDoay eise tnere, svho 
can appreciate the difficulties af the people, 
not the I.C.S, people. Ihe biggest defeat of 
the Indian revolution has been the 
appointment of the I.C.S, even after 
independence. If these people had not been 
there, we would not have come to this sorry 
state of affairs. 

I am sorry that even the promises made to the 
Roadways people   have not been fulfilled.  
They say something but they    don't do 
anything.   Is this the way the whole thing is go 
ng to be done ?   I wish the Government of 
India, even at this late stage, interferes and sees 
that the next phase of the agitation does   not  
come about, and the agitators do not have to go 
for dharna and such other  things.   I am sorry 
that promises have been made but  are not 
being   properly  fulfilled. Their  latest  
programme  is  a  black flag demonstration and 
an  indefinite fast by two leaders of the 
Subordinate Servicfl—I do no'; know. Is it not. 
a slur on the Government of India—when I 
they are running the State now—that they have  
their  services agitating ? 

Now a second point I would like to make 
and to which I earlier ref rred was the share of 
Haryana in the Punjab University.     You  will 
be  ; stonished to know, Madam Deputy  
Chairman, tliat,   after   Haryana   was   made   
a separate State under the  Punjab  Re-
organisation Act, that in section 72, it was said 
that  the Government of India can and will 
give directions for ! modifications in respect of 
Haryana's representation in the Punjab 
I'r/iversity. You will be astonished  tc know 
that even, at present, out of the 85 members of 
the senate, there are only 9 members from 
Haryana, and out of the 15 elected members  
to the   Syndicate  there   is none  from 
Haryana.     Then on  the Board of Finance, 
which decided about 
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[ Shri Krishan Kant. | the allocation of 
funds and various other subjects in which 
also the appointment of teachers and their 
promotion comes, there is none from 
Haryana. I know that some attempts are 
being made by the Punjab University to show 
that Haryana has been properly represented. 
Some people from Punjab are being shown as 
from Haryana— is it all that simple thing ? I 
am sorry if this thing is done and Haryana 
will surely resent it. Madam, you would like 
to know this also that even at present about 
40 per cent of the expenses of the Punjab 
University are being borne by Haryana. And 
even in the present Budget we are sharing the 
expenditure on common institutions like the 
Punjab University, but we do not have our 
proper share in the Punjab University's 
Senate and Syndicate and on the Board of 
Finance. You will be astonished to know that 
even for the regional centre at Kohtak which 
the Punjab University runs, the Haryana 
Government has to pay 50 per cent. Eevn for 
the institutions in Punjab—It may be that the 
institutions were there from before parti-
tion—for example, the Extension Library at 
Ludhiana and the Vishwcsh-waranand 
Institute of Sanskrit and Indological Studies 
at Hoshiarpur are, of course, being fully 
financed by the Punjab University. It is all 
right. They arc doing it. We are not objecting 
to it in any manner, but the main thing is that 
Haryana is not getting its proper share in the 
affairs and administration of'the Punjab 
University and it is Punjabi-dominated. I 
have written about this situation and have 
raised this problem. I have wanted that some 
direction should go from the Government of 
India in the month j of March itself because 
the process of election for the senate haa 
started. The date sheet of election has already 
been announced. If these elections are 

not immediately held, I am afraid Haryana 
will remain unrepresented for the next four 
years. This thing was raised by Haryana 
Government and the Punjab University did 
consider it. But it has not been implemented 
up till now, I am sorry to see. I am sorry that 
fictitious matters and baseless arguments are 
being put forward. I will not wonder if one 
day it is even said that in the person of Shri 
Suraj Bhan, the Vice-Chancellor of the 
University, Haryana haa got representation, 
since he belongs to Haryana because he was 
once Vice Chancellor of Kurukshetra 
University. That argument may be put 
forward. That is not at all correct and the 
people of Haryana are not going to tolerate 
this sort of thing. They should have adequate 
representation, and I would request the 
Government to do something about it even 
during the month of March itself so that 
Haryana does not remain unrepresented in 
Chandigarh University for the next four years. 

Lastly, there is one suggestion I have to 
make about the name of the Punjab 
University. I would like to submit that the 
name of the university, which it is suggested 
should be changed to that of Chandigarh 
University, should fittingly be changed to 
Lala Lajpat Rai University. I say this because 
our great leader Lala Lajpat Rai who was 
born in Punjab started his political activities 
and his whole career hi Haryana and so this 
will be a fitting memorial to his great name. 
This university should, therefore, be called 
Lala Lajpat Rai University. 

Thank you,  Madam. 
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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Wo have 
finished the allotted time on this Bill.  Mr. 
Niren Ghosh. 

SHRI     NIREN    GHOSH    (West j Bengal):    
Madam,    I  want to  speak B few words. Firstly, 
it is regrettable I that    Haryana, with its hoary 
past, I seems to have been weighed down by ' its 
crust of hoariness and it has become ! a land of 
conservatism.   Landlordism j has not been 
broken and   the Kisans I are not free that way.   
The landlords rule the roost in Haryana.   My  
friend, ; Shri       Jagat     Narain,   should  have ! 
looked into it,    broken the landlords' power, 
taken over their land and given the land to the 
Kisans, so that something better might come up 
in Haryana. 

Then, I would say that there should be a big 
public sector undertaking in 

 

 



[ Shri Niren Ghosh ] 
Haryana to compensate for Bhakra-Nangal. 
The Centre should set up a new project there. 
Instead of quarrelling with the Punjab 
University on this score, as Mr. Krishan Kant 
is doing, why not have a separate University 
for Haryana? 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT : We have a 
separate University in Kurukshetra. Punjab 
has a separate one in Patiala. But there is one 
in Chandigarh. It is a joint University. We are 
paying 40 per cent and they do not want to 
give us any share. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH : Have two 
universities in Chandigarh. Do not quarrel. 
Always Punjab and Haryana are quarrelling. 
Divide it. Let Chandigarh have two 
universities. 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT: Two Governors 
and two    universities. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: Do away with the 
Governors, hated Governors. 

THE DEPUTY  CHAIRMAN:   Let 
him finish. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: Madarn, then I 
would like to say that th' se saltpetre labourers 
are in a sorry state of affairs, as if born slaves. 
It is a peculiar feature of Kaithal in Karnal 
district. Gun powder is r quired for the 
Defence Ministry but they work like beggars. 
They do hegur labour there. It is something 
like that. 

1 P.M. 

Now, the mam point I would like to aay 
and the reason for which I have stood is that 
this Shri B. N. Ckakra-varti was for 
sometime on the International Control 
Commission in Vi ti\ m on behalf of the 
Government of India and there he very well 
served tb.; American interests. Tlie Indian 
inter sts, tlie interests   of   non-aligu- 

. ment and security, everything was gone, and 
the definitely linked himself    towards the 
Americans in a partisan 

    I way and defamed India's name there. 
That is as it should be. He is an imperia- 
   list lackey in that sense. What is more 

shocking is that this report he gave to the 
Centre, it is not Ins own report. Somewhere 
in that Internal Affairs Sub-Committee of 
the Cabinet it was decided that the Ha,ryana 
Ministry must go and he was given an 
order, and just according to that dictate he 
wrote whatever lie was tol\ a sordid sort of 
thing, and this toppling business came. I 
would like to ask this Congress Government 
and all those Congress people, there are 
many who flaunt their progress banner and 
all that, I woull like to know why you 
cannot topple the C.I.A. here including Mr. 
Chavan and the entire Cabinet. They seem 
to be just in the palm of their hands. They 
tremble and shiver before the C.I.A., but 
like a demon they appear before the masses. 
"We will topple all Governments^which we 
do not like" —that is the way they do. 

No civil servant should be made the 
Governor in any State anywhere in Jndia. 
That is the first thing. No civil servant 
should occupy that post. Secondly, no 
Governor should be appointed, or rather 
only that Governor should be appointed 
which the State Cabinet decides on, whose 
name the State Cabinet decides on and 
which is then approved by the State 
Assembly. Otherwise there should be no 
choice. The name should be decided, Inst it 
should be discussed in the State Cabinet, 
then it should be placed before the 
Assembly, aud if the Cabinet decision is 
approved by the Assembly, only that person 
should be Lppont <1 as Governor and 
nobody else should be appointed as 
Governor. Moreover, why not allow all the 
States of India bo t'r-.me their own 
Constitution- 
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Tliat will be very good subject to overall 
supervision somewhere over common 
interests in certain subjects. Why not allow 
tlri States to fram; thri>' own Cons'it.iti m '? 
Sm*. miy be progressive, some may be 
reactionary, but they can have some pro-
gressive Constitution also because otherwise 
no State Government can function. They 
cannot do any thing for ths common people. 
They are tied hand and foot by the Centre, 
and the Centre is the reactionary entity, and 
they do not allow any leeway, any scope, 
nothing, neither in the matter of finance nor 
in t'i) matter of the bureaucracy. The State 
Government and the Assembly should have 
power to remove any Governor if they want. 
They must have the pow r to have then own 
cadres, frame rules for their own Civil 
Serv'ce, make them loyal to the people, and 
whoever are found guilty or dishonest to th 3 
interests of the people they should h ve the 
power to dismiss them, bring it before the 
Assembly and dismiss at least the higher ecV 
Ious of the Civil Service of the State. 
Otherwise, Madam, nothing would be done. 

In the whole institution of Governors, 
Central intervention has become a sordid 
thing. How long will it go on? That 
institution should go or otherwise it should 
be am nded in the way I have suggested to 
make for the stability and unity of India. 
These people sitting there in the Central 
Cabinet, without any direction, without any 
policy, just floating anywhere like that, a 
prisoner in thi hands of the bureaucracy, a 
prisoner in the hands of big money, a 
prisoner in the hands of foreign interests, 
how can they run the affairs of State ? At 
their dictates they g> on interfering in all 
States. Ultimately they will see all the States 
are   against the   Centre  and 

there will be a smash-up. That is what we are 
heading for. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please wind 
up. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: One point, Madam, 
about the Punjab Deputy Speaker. Where it 
should be authenticated by the Speaker it is 
printed Deputy Speaker. Even before the 
Punjab Assembly session was convened I 
hazard that these things were printed. They 
had an id^a or they apprehended that the 
Speaker may not be obliging. So they printed 
this form beforehand. There is not a column 
for the Speaker authenticating the Money Bill. 
All those tilings they did beforehand, and the 
Punjab Governor signed it beforehand and 
kept it all r ady. It appeared in the press. The 
Gill Ministry under the advice of Shri 
Panjhazari, prepared everything beforehand 
illegally, unconstitutionally, and what is 
shocking and tragic there is not a column—
Mr. Kaul, since at least you have writteD a 
book—there is no column for the Speaker to 
authenticate. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I do not 
think we can go on like this. Please wind up. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: These Governors 
are the most heated persons in India and India 
would be blessed if we can get rid of these 
institutions. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The Deputy 
Minister will reply at 2 o'clock. The  House   
stands  adjourned  till  2 
P.M. 

The House then adjourned for 
lunch at six minutes past one of the 
clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at two 
of the clock. THE VICE-OHAIRMAN (SHRI M.P. 
BHAKGAVA) in jhe Chair. 
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THE    VICE-CHAIRMAN    (SHRI M. P. 
BHARGAVA): Mr. Pahadia. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Is the Haryana 
Minister replying? Come to the front. I will 
encourage you. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M.P. 

BHARGAVA) : I shall first put the motion 
regarding the Haryana Appropriation (Vote on 
Account) Bill, 1968. The question is:— 

"That the BUI to provide for the withdrawal of 
certain sums from and out of the Consolidated Fund 
of the State of Haryana for the services of a part 
of the financial year 1968-69, as passed by the Lok 
Sabha, be taken into consideration. " 

The mot'on was adopted. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M.P. 
BHARGAVA : We shall now take up the clause by 
clause consideration of the Bill. 
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Clauses 2 and 3 and the Schedule were 
added to the Bill. 

Clause 1, tlie Enacting Formula and the 
Title were added to the Bill. 

SHR JAGANNATH PAHADIA: Sir, I 
move: 

"That the Bill be returned. " 

The question was put and the motion was 
adopted. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHBI M. P. 
BHARGAVA: I shall now put the motion 
regarding the Haryana Appropriation Bill, 
1968. The question is: 

"That th;? Bill to authorise payment and 
appropriation of certain further sums from 
and out of the Consolidated Fund of the 
State of Haryana for the services of the 
financial year 1967-68, as passed by the 
Lok Sabha, be tak* n into consideration." 

The motion icas adopted. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. P. 
BHARGAVA: AVe shall now take up the 
clause by cla sc consideration of the Bill. 

Clauses 2 and 3 and the Schedule were 
added to the Bill. 

Clause 1, the Enacting Formula and the 
Title were added to tlie Bill. 

SHRI JAGANNATH PAHADIA: Sir, I 
move: 

"That the Bill be returned." 

The question toas put and the motion was 
adopted. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. P. 
BHARGAVA): We now move on to the next 
item. 

THE WEST BENGAL   BUDGET j  
1968-69—GENERAL DISCUSSION 

SHRI D. L. SEN GUPTA (West Bengal): 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, it is a disgrace to 
democracy that the Budget of a State has got 
to be passed through Parliament and I must lay 
tlie blame on the Congress Ministry at the 
Centre for bringing the situation to such a 
pass. What is most unfortunate in this Budget 
is that both j the great city of Calcutta and the 
rural areas have been neglected. 

Calcutta has so many problems. Some of 
them have got to be tackled as a national 
probelm. But there are other problems which 
must be tackled by fie State itself as a matter 
of day to day finance. So far as the Opposi-
tion is concerned, this Budget is hopelessly 
disappointing. It is not the point whether a 
new tax has been assessed, whether any new 
source of revenue has been tapped or not. 
Tliat ia not the point. The point is what does 
the Government want to do during the year. 

If you don't do anything for the people, 
what for is this Budget? It is certainly not for 
maintaining the status quo. If you maintain 
the status quo, it means that you are 
determined to create degen ration and chaos. 
The problems are incr asing but you are not 
trying to solve the problems tliat are being 
created. You are keeping the problems 
where they were. This is unr alistic. You 
have got to take into consideration that every 
year there are new problems. Don't think 
(hat because your financial limitations are 
there, so the problems are also limited. The 
problems do not depend on your financial 
limitations. If I look at tk> problem* of the 
State of West Bengal,   I find that as in the 
Centre 


